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DeniseProgram Description:Wichita Public Schools is entering its 3rd year of MTSS implementation system-wide. After two full years of implementation, the district has seen improvement across all levels and student subgroups. This presentation will briefly describe the Wichita Model and will then focus on how building a systemic model to meet student academic and behavioral needs has changed how the district and its schools operate. Topics will include: non-negotiables, problem-solving model, use of work groups, a process for data-driven decision making, leadership, professional development and sustainability measures.
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Presentation Notes
DeniseWhy is it important to be a “school system” instead of a “system of schools”?With a district of nearly 100 schools, 50,000 students, and 7000 staff members, we know it is critical to ensure that all of our students get equitable access for their learning needs. This kind of alignment and consistency has two major results:IMPACT on student outcomesSUSTAINABILITY over time



We ALL teach graduates. 
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DeniseOne Reason we need a System of Schools is the impact of a PreK-12 Continuum.When the system is aligned, EVERY TEACHER has an impact in the system, and there is a growing understanding that “We ALL teach graduates,” not just teachers in high schools.



Michael Fullan 
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DeniseAnother reason is for sustainability.Michael Fullan, Educational Expert, has clearly articulated this idea in his book, “All Systems Go,” which is the view Wichita Public Schools has taken in our MTSS efforts. We continue to work for coherence throughout the system from the school level to the district, including BOE. We have further worked with KSDE and state MTSS partners to align our efforts. Finally, we have used our external partners (who you will hear from next week) to align our district with national entities that can inform and support our work with MTSS. Throughout the system, we are creating Common Language and Common Understanding as we build a proactive system that supports the needs of all students.All of this careful alignment throughout all levels will help us to build coherence, consistency, and sustainability in our system. 



The Strategic Plan 

MTSS  is the WORK! 

• Vision 
 
• Strategic Plan   
       
• Support and Direction 

from the District 
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Presentation Notes
DeniseListening, being open… and eventually creating the potential for a new realityBeginning work with the BOE to align the Work of the district with MTSS: Developed in collaboration with District Leadership and BOENote alignment through the Objectives.This document guided the Superintendent search that defined Supt. Allison’s work.



Collaborative Partners 

• Anita Archer: Explicit Instruction 
• James Baker: Academic Structuring and                 

   Implementation 

• George Batsche: Leadership and RtI 

• Stevan Kukic: Strategic Reform 

• Robert Pipik: Performance Management 

• Randy Sprick: Positive Behavior Supports 
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DeniseState and National Level alignmentPutting together a collaborative team to work with us in design and implementation of our long-range, systemic planStarted in January 2010 identifying partners for the long-term plan. Expectations included that the partners worked together in concert with the MTSS District Leadership Team to design and implement the plan over a 5-year period.



WWW.KANSASMTSS.ORG 

Multi-Tier System of Supports IS       
the System Framework  

in Wichita Public Schools 
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Presentation Notes
NeilIn Wichita, we are using MTSS as our system framework to ensure all students are LEARNING from the instruction they are receiving. The 6 focus areas of MTSS are encompassed in: The District Non-negotiables The District Long-Range Plan



WWW.KANSASMTSS.ORG 
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Presentation Notes
NeilLet’s take a quick look at the framework of MTSS.The outside section of the MTSS logo (the hurricane) is a part that… the Kansas model from that of other states and districts using RtI (Response to Intervention). These are the critical areas that must be in place to support the work of the inner sections, and in Wichita, we have paid very close attention to these critical support areas. Leadership – from student leadership to teacher leadership and on through the system.Professional Development – the key piece to ensure that everyone in the system had the skills and knowledge to do the work required to realize student success.Empowering Culture – the support required from the “Operations” side of the district, as well as family and community support. This also includes building a culture within our schools and district that promotes a culture that supports the district outcomes. Communications throughout the larger system is also part of empowering culture.The center of the “hurricane” is what we may have more familiarity, as we often view these areas as the core work of our educational system. In our district, we have chosen to align our work in Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment by focusing on both Academics and Behavior simultaneously. As our external partners will tell you, this makes us somewhat unique. Most schools and districts have started with one or the other and only later have discovered the necessary interaction between the two areas. Both are necessary for student success. We have set ourselves up for a sustainable and impactful system.



The culture of collaboration is embraced, expected, and      
supported at the school and district level as operationalized           
by the MTSS innovation configuration matrix.  
  
District level standard protocols, in the areas of academic and 
behavior assessment, curriculum, intervention, instruction, and 
operations are established, implemented and supported with 
fidelity.   
  
The focus of Professional Development is expecting and supporting 
fidelity of implementation. 
  
Results-driven leadership is expected and supported.   
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NeilThe 6 areas of MTSS are the basis of the District-Level Non-Negotiables.
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System Considerations 

• Comprehensive Assessment System 
• Professional Development Plan 
• Positive Behavior Supports 
• Structuring for Academic Literacy 
• System of Data-Driven Decision Making 
• Problem-Solving Model 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa: This is an organizational slide to identify the information that will be coming next.
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Comprehensive Assessment System: 
What is different? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LisaWhat is different? The actionable use of formative assessments for learning to be able to impact the results of summative outcomes assessments of learning.WPS is creating a comprehensive and cohesive system using MTSS as the framework. The comprehensive assessment system is part of the WPS work to align throughout the system. This system provides common vocabulary, common assessments, and common understanding of assessment results throughout the system. This table is an outline of the comprehensive assessment system.Universal Screener (Benchmarking) – first look at all students – ALL students take the screener for the grade level in which they are enrolled – name assessments used for screening – eliminated assessments are DIBELS & Jerry Johns.Progress Monitoring –  used to monitor students we have concerns about – marks growth over short periods of time – SOME & FEW are some who are below the target with some support and the few who are receiving intensive intervention – AIMSweb will provide progress monitoring tools – eliminated assessment is DIBELS.Diagnostics – deeper look  for a few students – the fewest number of students will take a diagnostic assessment – there may be students in tier 2 and 3 instruction that a teacher needs further information on about specific skills to be able to meet those needs. Outcomes assessments such as state assessments or end of unit assessments let us know if we are reaching our goals – all students usually take some kind of outcomes assessments - Gates McGinitie is a vocab/comprehension assessment that was taken at MS that has been eliminated.Background:In order to create this system a review of our assessment system was conducted during the 2009-2010 school year and the table indicates the outcome of that review. It became apparent that WPS had a number of data points, however the information from those data points was not appropriate for the universal screening and frequent progress monitoring that is necessary to monitor student learning, implement targeted interventions, and know with confidence at any moment in time how students are performing.This comprehensive system continues to follow the concepts of formative and summative assessments.Formative Evaluation:  Process of assessing student achievement during instruction to determine whether an instructional program is effective for individual students.Informs:  When students are progressing, continue using your instructional  �    programs. �   When tests show that students are not progressing, you can change    your instructional programs in meaningful ways. Summative Assessment: Culmination measure.  Mastery assessment.  Pass/fail type assessments which summarize the knowledge students learn.  Typical summative assessments include:End of chapter testsHigh-stakes tests (e.g., State assessments)GRE, ACT, SAT, GMAT, etc. testsDriver’s license testFinal Exams
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District PD Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SusanneThis is the Professional Development plan for the Academic/Behavior work that we put in place as we began our work with MTSS in the fall of 2010. We are now entering our 3rd year of implementation. So, with our work this year, all of our schools will be accomplishing significant work in the areas of both Academics and Behavior.



Positive Behavior Supports 

• Safe and Civil Schools (Randy Sprick) 
• Classroom Management System: 

CHAMPS/ACHIEVE (4000 instructional staff 
trained) 

• Schoolwide Management System: 
FOUNDATIONS training for structuring  
• Guidelines for Success 
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Academic Focus: Literacy 

Narrowing the Focus  
• Three-Pronged Approach 

• Revising Literacy Curriculum Protocol 
• Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum 
• Kindergarten Curriculum 
• Systemic P-12 Intervention Solutions 

• Professional Development that develops 
all teachers into Literacy Experts (LETRS) 

• Instructional Model (including Explicit 
Instruction) 
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System of Data-Driven 
Decision Making 

• Performance Management System 
• Facility Stat 
• School Stat 

• Principals 
• Leadership Teams 
• Grade-level/Department Teams 

• Executive Stat 
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Do 
Do it. Execute the plan, 

implement changes 
taking small steps in 

controlled 
circumstances. 

 
Check 

Monitor and study the 
results. Track 

implementation 
impact and engage in 

performance 
improvement 

dialogue. 

Act 
Take action to 

standardize or improve 
the process. Develop 

improvement 
hypothesis. Secure the 

improvement. 

Plan 
Plan ahead for change.  
Analyze and predict the 

results.  

12/6/2012 
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4-Step Problem Solving 

• Use the 4 Step Problem Solving Process when 
making decisions related to a) changing 
someone else’s behavior; b) students; and/or 
c) instructional decisions. 
• What do we want students learn? 
• How will we know when they have learned? 
• What will we do when they don’t learn? 
• What will we do when they have learned? 

12/6/2012 
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